Maveric Interview Question

1. Tell about yourself?
2. Why are you changing the company?
3. What is your biggest challenge you faced in your project?
4. Did you give any solution for any difficult task?
5. While using firebox recently did you find any difficulty in it?
6. Write a program to shuffle the number in array? Given [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9] output should be: [5,9,3,0,2,7,1,8,6,4] explain the program?
7. How many methods are there to perform click?
8. Diff between webElement.findElement and driver.findElement?
9. Scenario there is a webpage in that the alert comes but we don’t know where the alert comes where you will write the code for that alert?
10. Firefox version
11. Do you created any framework structure?
12. What browsers you use to automate?